Capsule networks are constrained by their, relative, inability to deeper in a parameter-inexpensive manner, and also by the general lack of equivariance guarantees. As a step towards bridging these two gaps, we present a new variation of capsule networks termed Space-of-Variation networks (SOVNET). Each layer in SOVNET learns to projectively represent the manifold of legal pose variations for a set of capsules, using learnable neural network -one per capsule-type. Thus, shallower capsules from a local pool predict a deeper capsule by being input into the neural network associated with the type of deeper capsule. In order to capture local object-structures better, benefit from increased parameter-sharing, and have equivariance guarantees; group-equivariant convolutions are used in the prediction mechanism. Further, a new routing algorithm based on the degree-centrality of graph nodes is presented. Experiments on affinely transformed versions of MNIST and Fashion-MNIST showcase the superiority of SOVNET over certain capsule-network baselines.
Introduction
The aggregational semantics of a visual object can be described by a class-dependent spatial grammar that specifies the combination rules for the types as well as orientations of its components. Human perception has learnt to recognize such grammars Hinton [1979] , and use this information to understand objects. Thus, semantic understanding dictates that an image of an object is not so much a monolith of pixel-information as it is a hierarchically-structured set of interrelated components. Human-perception aside, in the context of computer vision, it can prove to be advantageous to have models learn such compositional visual structures, and use them to detect objects. Apart from the fact that such models attempt to mimic human vision, an expected benefit of this approach is that they display an inherent robustness to changes in viewpoints of input-objects. This is so, as component-relations are inherently invariant to changes in the viewpoint.
With the above background, we focus on studying models that build a compositional representation; that is, they decompose their input into a parse-tree whose nodes denote object-components, and whose weighted edges represent various strengths (or probabilities) of possible part-whole semantics. A recent example of such a model is the capsulenetwork family of deep neural networks Hinton et al. [2011] , Sabour et al. [2017] , Hinton et al. [2018] . Each layer of a capsule-network is defined by a set of 'capsules' -vector activations that are representative of the pose-coordinates of implicitly defined object-components. By stacking such layers, a capsule-network architecture is able to represent an input visual object across several semantic resolutions. This is, at least at a surface-level, similiar to the functioning of CNNs; each layer in a CNN learns increasingly complex features built from the activations of shallower layers Qin et al. [2018] . However, there is a significant, fundamental difference.
A capsule of a particular layer is built from a consensus-weighted aggregation (termed 'routing') of predictions made for it by capsules (from a local pool) of an immediately shallower layer. Thus, a capsule is activated only if its predicting capsules agree on its pose. By way of interpretation, this translates into detecting an object only if its components are in the right spatial relationship. Furthermore, in order to facilitate sensible predictions, they are made by the use of learnable neural-networks -one per pair of a shallower capsule and a deeper capsule -for a given local pool of shallower capsules, and shared across all such pools. By the use of learning methods such as backpropagation, these networks are trained to represent part-whole relationships among components. As mentioned before, by learning such viewpoint-invariant relationships among components, it is expected that capsule-networks become robust to changes in viewpoint. This is quite unlike the general functioning of CNNs, where no explicit mechanism to learn spatial relationships among components exist. Indeed the use of subsampling layers, such as pooling have the detrimental effect of creating uncertainties in the positional information of activations Hinton et al. [2011] . A network that uses such layers will, therefore, be unable to learn accurate component-relationships.
While capsule-networks may have the theoretical advantages mentioned above, and have displayed certain initial promising results, as seen in the papers by Sabour et al. [2017] , Hinton et al. [2018] , and Lenssen et al. [2018] among others, they still are at a comparatively initial stage of research. Thus, there are several issues of practical as well as theoretical interest that must be solved for this model to become competetive with sophisticated CNN-based networks, such as residual networks and its variations. Chief of these issues is the fact that building deep capsule-networks is not yet completely feasible. The primary reason for this being the parameter-expensive nature of capsule layers. A second problem of interest, is the general lack of network-guarantees on equivariance. Most capsule-network models assume that the loss function and the routing algorithm work towards making for equivariant features. This, however, need not be the case always, and it always is desirable to have layers that are naturally equivariant.
In this paper, we aim to address these two specific problems; that is, we propose a model for capsule-networks that is able to go deeper in a parameter-inexpensive manner while using equivariance-enforcing layers. We note, however, before proceeding that other attempts to address both of these issues, in isolation, exist in the literature. Specifically, the convolution-based model, DeepCaps, proposed by Rajasegaran et al. [2019] attempts to build deep capsule-networks by using convolutions in the prediction phase. Furthermore, Lenssen et al. [2018] proposed a group-equivariant model for capsule-networks. These models, however, are not without their limitations.
First, DeepCaps, we argue is not fully a capsule network, as the hidden layers are merely two-dimensional convolutions whose outputs are reshaped into a capsule form. Thus, the hidden activations of this model are formed without any routing. Second, while the group-equivariant capsule model proposes a framework for developing equivariant capsule networks, it suffers from the limitation of parameterising its capsules. Specifically, each capsule is modelled as an element of a particular lie group. We argue that such a constraint causes entanglement between the feature representation and the input-transformations. Our model remedies these issues, while displaying both of the desirable qualities. That is, we present a deep, scalable, equivariant framework for capsule networks, that uses routing in its hidden layers and also disentangles the feature representation from the transformations of the inputs. We title this generic model, Space-of-Variation network (SOVNET).
Like other capsule-networks, each layer of SOVNET is defined by a set of capsules -each belonging to a specific type, and instantiated at various spatial locations. Moreover, deeper capsules are built from a consensus-based algorithm much in the same way as capsule networks; that is, by routing the predictions made for a deeper capsule by a pool of shallower capsules. SOVNET differs in how these predictions are made. Unlike other models, each 'capsuletype' in SOVNET is associated with, and represented by a learnable neural network. The function of this network being to projectively encode the manifold of legal pose variations the corresponding object may possess. Thus, a shallower capsule makes a prediction for an instance of a deeper capsule-type by passing itself as an input to this network. We argue that this approach makes for a more efficient use of network-parameters, as attempting to model the relationships between unrelated object-components is wasteful. As an example, in an object classification scenario, a regular capsule-network would attempt to model the (lack of) relationships between two components that are never present together in a compositional structure. For example, these object-components could be an eye that is part of a human face, and a the mast of ship. Clearly these are not related, and using parameters to model their non-existent relationship is inefficient. SOVNET, ideally, handles such situations by learning to project unrelated components to a vector that has a low activation.
The benefits of having such a prediction-mechanism go beyond the reduction in the number of parameters for a network. The lower parameter-count allows the use of deeper prediction mechanisms. Most older capsule-network models use only a single matrix for prediction. This could lead to a loss of expressivity in deeper layers, where relationships between complex objects must be modelled. Another potential weakness of capsule-networks is that the predictions are made in isolation. This could be bettered by having a local pool of capsules of the same type predict the pose for a deeper capsule. The specific implementation of SOVNET solves this by using equivariant convolutions to represent each capsule type. This mechanism not only capstures object-structures better but also lends equivariance to the network. As an aside, the name of SOVNET is inspired from learning the manifold of legal pose-coordinates, as we term this manifold to be the Space-of-(allowed)-Variation for an object.
Apart from these architectural contributions, this paper also inroduces a new, equivariant routing algorithm that is based on the concept of degree-centrality. Informally, this algorithm treats each prediction for a particular capsule as a node in a similarity-weighted, regular graph, and computes the degree-centrality of each node from the weights. This is used as a score of the importance of each prediction, and the deeper capsule is built from a score-weighted sum of the predictions. Intuitively, this method enforces that a capsule be activated only if the predictions agree significantly.
Thus, the following are the contributions made by our paper:
1. A scalable capsule-network model that uses equivariant convolutions. 2. A degree-centrality-based, equivariant routing algorithm. 3. A set of proof-of-concept, evaluative experiments on affinely transformed variations of MNIST and FASH-IONMNIST that showcase the superiority of a specific SOVNET model over several other capsule-networks.
With this informal introduction, we outline the rest of the paper. Section 2 describes some related work in the literature. Section 3 describes SOVNET and the degree-centrality based algorithm.Section 4 describes the experiments conducted on SOVNET. We conclude the paper with a discussion on SOVNET, and some directions for future work in section 5.
Related work
The notion of 'capsules' was first introduced in Hinton et al. [2011] . In this paper, the authors argued against the use of intermediate transformation-invariant layers in CNNs, due to the loss of positional information they entail. Capsules, with a basic notion of routing-by-agreement, were proposed as an alternative. However, actual capsule-architectures with concrete algorithms for routing were developed only later. The first of these was presented by Sabour et al. [2017] . In this model, a shallow capsule network equipped with only a 'primary' capsule layer, and a 'fully-connected' capsule layer was introduced. Routing between capsule layers was done using a coordinate-ascent based algorithm, termed 'dynamic routing'. Following this, Hinton et al. [2018] proposed a variation of, and an extension to, this capsule network. This work a 'convolutional capsule' layer was introduced so as to reduce the number of parameters in a capsule layer, and also use local semantics in routing -preserving the abstraction of a convolutional layer. Further, as an alternative to dynamic routing, an EM-based routing algorithm was also presented.
Following the above two works, the body of literature relating to capsule networks has seen some steady growth. Some of these works are mentioned here. LaLonde and Bagci [2018] developed a capsule network architecture for segmentation of CT images. Rawlinson et al. [2018] , Rawlinson et. al showed that the supervised loss in capsule networks was important to their exhibiting equivariance. In order to preserve this for unsupervised capsules, they proposed a sparsification scheme in the routing procedure. Lenssen et al. [2018] proposed a provably-equivariant capsule-network model. In order to achieve equivariance, their model parameterises each capsule as an element of a fixed lie group. Bahadori [2018] proposed a new routing mechanism based on the singular value decomposition of the predictions for a capsule. proposed a multi-scale architecture for primary capsules. They also developed a capsule-dropout mechanism for regularisation. Rosario et al. [2019] developed a multi-lane architecture for capsule networks that parallelly and independently computes each dimension for the capsules at the final layer. Rajasegaran et al. [2019] proposed a deep model for capsule-networks that used 2-D and 3-D convolutions in the prediction-phase of a capsule layer.
We also include papers that have explored the concept of equivariance in deep neural networks. Cohen and Welling [2016a] proposed a generalisation of the 2-D spatial convolution operation to act on a general group of symmetry transforms. The authors showed that the modified convolutional layer obtained therefrom is equivariant to transformations from that group. The authors motivated the need for such a layer by pointing out the natural symmetries between a large set of image transformations and the label function, and also that such a generalised layer leads to increased parameter-sharing and, in turn, greater statistical efficiency. Cohen and Welling [2016b] followed this paper with an extension to the group-equivariant CNN. This extension allowed for a convolution layer whose parameter count was shown to be independent of the size of the group of transformations in question. Lenc and Vedaldi [2015] showed that the AlexNet Krizhevsky et al. [2012] architecture trained on imagenet automatically learns representations that equivariant to rotation, flips and scaling. This can be seen as indication that equivariance to affine transformations is a reasonable inductive bias for a deep neural network. Some other models that exhibit equivariance to certain transformations are those presented by Cohen et al. [2018] , where a spherical correlation operator that exhibits rotation-equivariance was introduced; Carlos Esteves and Daniilidis [2017] , where a network equivariant to rotation and scale, but invariant to translations was presented, and Worrall and Brostow [2018] , where a model equivariant to translations and 3D right-angled rotations was developed.
3 The SOVNET framework
A SOVNET layer
We begin a general description of SOVNET by first describing a layer of SOVNET. To this end, let N I denote the number of capsule-types at the I th layer of a SOVNET architecture. Further, let each capsule in this layer be represented by a vector in R dI , for some d I in N.
As mentioned before, each capsule-type at a given layer of SOVNET learns to recognise instances of a particular object. Thus, the I th layer represents an input-image by a grid of capsules whose every point contains N I capsulevectors -one per each capsule-type. In order to better represent the transformational characteristics of inputs, we move beyond the spatial two-dimension grid to the more general group-grid. This is similar to the approach taken by Cohen and Welling [2016a] for describing equivariant convolutions.
Thus, let us consider a group of symmetry transforms, (G, •), over which we wish our model display desirable input-output characterstics.Each capsule-type at the I th layer is denoted by a function f i : → R dI , for some i ∈ {0, ..., N I − 1}. Each f i (g) is meant to denote the capsule-representation for some object corresponding to capsuletype i. This representation is meant to capture the generalised 'pose' of an object. However, it is also important to represent the probability that such an instance is found at a particular transformation-location. Thus, associated with each f i is a function a i : G → [0, 1]. In this manner, the I th layer of SOVNET can be described as a set of function-tuples {(f i , a i ) : i ∈ {0, ..., N I − 1}}.
Stacking two Layers: routing between capsules
As discussed previously, deeper capsules are built by aggregating predictions made for them by pool of shallower capsules. The most immmediate notion of aggregation, that we limit ourselves to, is that of weighted summation. Thus, we will present, as a general algorithm, a routing mechanism that sets the rule for creating deeper capsules. What manner of aggregation is used, as well as the kind of prediction mechanism employed together distinguish models in this family -so long as the predictions are made sensibly and the summation step is consensus-based. However, it must be noted that consensus-based aggregation extends beyond weighted summation. For example, Bahadori [2018] , uses the first right singular-vector of the matrix of predictions as the predicted capsule, and a sigmoided first singular-value as its activation. However, we do not attempt to generalise to such examples.
Algorithm 1: A general routing algorithm for SOVNET
Algorithm 1 gives a general form of a summation-based routing algorithm. Note that we have purposely left abstract and unspecified the prediction mechanism, the routing algorithm, and the agreement-based computation of deeper activations. Having given this general algorithm, we now present a specific example of this model.
Group-equivariant convolutions and degree-based routing
Firstly, the specific SOVNET model that we have conducted experiments upon uses activations obtained directly from the length (2-norm) of a corresponding capsule. This is similar to the mechanism used in Sabour et al. [2017] , Rajasegaran et al. [2019] among others. Thus, a i = f i . Moreover, this model uses group-equivariant convolutions in the prediction-phase, and a degree-centrality based routing procedure. Algorithm 2 gives this procedure. Note that f i * Ψ denotes the group-equivariant convolution with filter Ψ, whose formula is given by the equation
where k denotes an index into the number of channels of f and Ψ. By using this convolutional prediction mechanism, a local pool of shallower capsules of the same type predict the pose coordinates for the deeper capsule of a given type. The degree-centrality based routing happens by arranging these predictions for each deeper-capsule row-wise, and considering the cosine similarity matrix. Following this, the degree matrix for this similarity matrix is obtained and brought to the range of [0, 1] using the softmax function over the dimension of the shallower capsules, so as to have a convex combination. Also, the 'squashing' step is to ensure that the 2-norm is between 0 and 1, and is the same as used in earlier capsule-networks that use dynamic routing. The algorithm below gives the sizes at each stage of the algorithm for an easier understanding; gridSize denotes the size of the spatial group-grid. Note that the indexing on the dimensions starts from 0.
Algorithm 2: Degree-centrality based routing with equivariant convolutions
Experimental setup and results
We conduct proof-of-concept experiments on affinely-transformed versions of MNIST and FashionMNIST. Various training datasets and test datasets are created by randomly transform the datasets by using each transformation from table 4. Thus, three version of train datasets, and three versions of test datasets are considered for each of MNIST and FashionMNIST. We evaluate the classification-performance of SOVNET on these and compare this to CapsNet Sabour et al. [2017] , EmCaps Hinton et al. [2018] , and DeepCaps Rajasegaran et al. [2019] . All of these baseline capsule-networks are trained according to the specifications mentioned in their papers.
The SOVNET architectures trained on each dataset use residual blocks (with P4-convolutions, as in Cohen and Welling [2016a] ) extensively. The basic structure of of each architecture is as follows: first, a P4-residual block as an initial feature-extraction; second, a primary-capsule layer that uses three P4-residual blocks and reshaping to construct the initial capsules; third, a set of stacked capsule-layers that use P4-residual blocks to obtain deeper predictions -these layers use degree-centrality routing. We train the models using a margin-loss as in Sabour et al. [2017] . The positive, and negative margins, as also the λ of the margin loss are changed from the parameters given in Sabour et al. [2017] to 0.95, 0.05 and 0.8, respectively after 100 epochs of training. This is so as to fine-tune the model for better performance. In all, 200 epochs of training with an Adam optimizer was done. The lr was scheduled to scale down by 0.5 after every 10 epochs. The second, 'hard'-phase of training with the changed margin-loss was also trained similarily -excepting an initial lr of 2 × 10 −4 . Also, a regularising reconstruction loss using a transposed-convolutional decoder was used. As in Sabour et al. [2017] 
Discussion
As can be seen from the tables below, the SOVNET models almost always perform better than the baseline capsulenetworks. We ascribe this to the use of group-equivariant convolutions, and also to the use of residual blocks as prediction mechanisms. The residual blocks allow us to go deeper with layers, while positional information is preserved by the equivariant convolutions. Another observation we make is that the while in some cases, here FashionMNIST, the model is at first unable to generalise well to transformed test-data; it is able to use augmentations effectively to bridge this gap. The closest competitor to our model, DeepCaps, still shows a sufficiently large gap in its ability to generalise without augmentation, or even with partial augmentation. A note here: we use extreme transformations here to showcase the difference in generalisation abilities. Moreover, it is not uncommon for such drastic rotations to occur in the natural world.
Conclusions
We present a scalable, equivariant model for capsule-networks that attempts to projectively model each capsule-type instead of the pairwise relations between individual capsules. Further, in order to lend equivariance properties to the network and, thereby, benefit from increased paramter-sharing, SOVNET uses group-equvariant capsules in its prediction-phase. A degree-centrality based algorithm was also proposed as an alternate mechanism for routing predictions made by capsules. Results on affinely-transformed variations of MNIST and FashionMNIST show that SOVNET performs better in transformed-image scenarios, and also uses train-time transformations better than certain baseline capsule-networks.
Results of Training on Transformed by (180,2) MNIST Capsule Model (0,0) (90,2) (180,2) Sabour et al. [2017] 97.83% 97.06% 96.68% Hinton et al. [2018] 96 
